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1. Introduction. The writing of this paper has been motivated by

a recent result of A. E. Livingston [5], and may also be regarded as

a continuation of the investigation of certain classes of functions

considered in  [l] and  [2].

Let (5) denote the class of functions/(z) = z+ 2^2° anZn which are

regular and univalent in E{z: \z\ <l} and which map E onto do-

mains D(f). We denote by (C), (S*), and (K) the subclasses of (S)

where Dif) are, respectively, close-to-convex, starlike with respect

to the origin, and convex. It follows that (K)E(S*)E(C)E(S). Let

(P) denote the class of functions piz) which are regular and satisfy

piO) = l, Re piz)>0, for z in P. In [2] the following theorem was

proven.

Theorem A. Letf(z) =z+ Yz a»z" be a member of (C), (S*), or (K).

Then

(1.1) F(z) = (c + l)s-' f  l°-y(i)dt = z + Y (C~^-) a«sn
•7 o n=2 \c + n/

is also a member of the same class for c = l, 2, 3, • ■ ■ .

Theorem A represents a generalization of the corresponding the-

orem by R. J. Libera [4] for the special case c = l. Solving the relation

(1.1) for the inverse function/(z), we have

(1.2) /(«) = (j-J-V-trt^)]'.

In [5] Livingston investigates the special case of (1.2) with c=l,

f(z)=%[zF(z)}'; if F(z)E(S*) what is the radius r<) of starlikeness of

/(z)? Similar questions are answered under the assumption that Fiz)

is in (P) or in (C). Livingston obtains the sharp result in each case to

be fo = J. Furthermore, he proved that if F(z)=z + • • • is regular

and Re[P(z)]>0 for z in E, and/(z) = i[zF(z)]', then Re[/'(z)]>0

for \z\ <ri= (V5 —1)/2. This result is sharp.

It is the purpose of this paper to extend the results of Livingston

to the general case c = 1, 2, 3, • • •  of the functions of (1.2). We shall
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employ the same techniques used in [5] with necessary modifications

needed to treat the more general case. All results obtained will be

sharp.

Theorem 1. Let F(z)E(S*), f(z)= [1/(1+c)]z^[z°F(z)}', c = l, 2,

3, • • • . Then f(z) is starlike for \z\ <r0 where

r, = [-2 + (3 + c2y'2]/(c- 1)

for c>l, r0 = 1/2 for c = 1. This result is sharp.

Proof. Since F(z)£(5*), Re[zF'(z)/F(z)]>0 for \z\ <1. Hence

there exists a function w(z), with w(0)=0, \w(z)\ 5S \z\, regular in

\z\ <1 such that

zef(z) -c \    t*~lf(l)dt
zF'(z) _   JKJ        Jo       JK 1 - w(z)

F(z) r' l + w(z)
t^f(i)dt

■J o

for \z\ <1. Solving for/(z),

(c 4- 1) + (c - l)w(z) rf 1

(1 + w(z))zc        LVo J

A computation yields

zf'(z)       1 — w(z) — zw'(z) bzw'(z)

f(z) 1 + w(z) 1 + bw(z) '

where b = (c — l)/(c-\-l). Equivalently,

zf'(z)       1 — w(z) zw'(z) "I
^-^ =-— - (1 - b)\-—-  .
f(z)        1 + w(z) L(l 4- w(z))(l + bw(z))J

To show that f(z) is starlike in \z\ <r0, we must show that

Re[z/'(z)//(s)]>0 in |z| <r0. This condition is equivalent to

[zw'(z)               "1             fl — w(z)~~[
-—-    < Re   -—
(1 4- w(z))(l + bw(z))A            Ll -I- w(z)\

for \z\ <ra- On the right-side of (1.3) substitute

fl -w(z)~\ = r r(l -w(z))(l +w(z))l _1-  \w(z)\2 ^

eLl4-w(z)J CL        \l+w(z)\2       J ~ | 1 +w(z)\i'

and on the left side substitute
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T zw'(z) "I _       fzw'(z)(l + w(z))(l + bw(z))l

CL(1 + w(z))(l +bw(z))i ~     CL   I (1 +w(z))(l + bw(z))\2 J

I zw'(z)(\ +w(z))(l + bw(z))\

I (1 +w(z))(l + 6w(z))|2

I zw'(z) I

I 1 + w(z) j I 1 —f— bw(z) |

Therefore the inequality (1.3) will be satisfied if

(1 - b) | zw'(z) I 1-  \w(z)\2
(L4)      -j-H-—r<"i-—7tt(IzI < r°)-

I 1 + wiz) | | 1 4- bwiz) I        I 1 + w(z) |2

Applying the well-known result for bounded functions

,       1-1 ^iz) I2 ,    .
(1-5) \w'(z)\   ^ ',    ,,' (|z|   <1)

1 — | z|2

the inequality (1.4) will be satisfied if

(1 - b)\ z\ 1 -  [ w(z)|2      1 -  | w(z)\2

| 1 4- w(z) | [ 1 + bw(z) [      1 - | z |2 | 1 + w(z) |2

Simplifying, and writing \z\ =r, we obtain

(1 -b)r       14- 6w(2)|
(1.6)- <  -— .

1 — r2 14- w(z) [

Since \w(z)\ g|z| =r<l, | (l-f&w(z))/(l+w(z))| ^(14-fer)/(H-0 so

that (1.6) will be satisfied if

(1 -b)r      1 + br

1 - r2        1 + r

This reduces to

1 - 2(1 - b)r - br2 > 0,        or (c + 1) - 4r - (c - l)r2 > 0

which gives the required root r0 of Theorem 1.

To see that the result is sharp for each c, consider the function

F(z) =z/(l—z)2. For this function we have

- = (r^)-(!lMi^rM)'
zf'(z)        (c + 1) + 4z - (c - l)z2

f(z)     ~(1-Z)[(C+1)-(C-1)Z]'
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so that zf'(z)/f(z) = 0 for z = — r0. Thus/(z) is not starlike in any circle

\z\ <r, if r>ro- This completes the proof. Note that |^r0^l. The

value r0 = i is attained for c = l when/(z) =%[zF(z)]'. The value r0= 1

is attained for c—>oo when f(z)—*F(z).

Theorem    2.    Let    F(z)E(K),   /(z) = [1/(1+c)]z1~'[z'F(z)Y,    c

= 1, 2, 3, • ■ ■ . Then f(z) is univalent for \z\ <1 awi is convex for

\z\ <r0 where r0 is the same as in Theorem 1. 77ws reswrt is sharp.

Proof. We have (14-c)/'(z) = (l+c)F'(z)-f-zF"(s). Thus

f'(z) T        zF"(z)-l
(1 4- c) Re-= c + Re   1 4--   > c > 0

F'(z) L F'(z) J

for \z\ <1. Hence/(z) is close-to-convex (relative to F(z)) and there-

fore is univalent in \z\ <1. To show that/(z) is convex for |z| <r0,

we note that

*/'(*) = (^V-«HzF'(2))]'.

Since F(z)£(A), zF'(z)E(S*). Therefore, by Theorem 1, zf'(z) is

starlike for \z\ <r0 and hence/(z) is convex for \z\ <r0. The result is

sharp, for each c, for the function F(z) =z/(l— z). For this function

we have

(1 + c)z - cz2
f(z) =-,

(i + c)(i-zy

zf"(z)        (1 4- c) 4- 4z - (c - l)z2
7(z) = 14-=-■-,

f(z)        (1 - z)[(l + c) - (c - l)z]

so that J(z)=0 for z= — r0. Thus f(z) is not convex in any circle

\z\ <r, if r>r0.

Theorem 3. Let F(z) be close-to-convex with respect to G(z), c
= 1, 2, 3, • • •.

M =  (j^)J~[*P{i)Y;       g(z) = (^~jz^[z^G(z)}'.

Then f(z) is close-to-convex with respect to g(z) for \z\ <r0 where r0 is

the same as in Theorem 1. This result is sharp.

Proof. By definition of close-to-convexity [3], there exists a

real (8, |(3| <tt/2, such that Re[e'»zF'(z)/G(z)]>0 for \z\ <1, where

G(z)E(S*). By Theorem 1, g(z) is starlike for \z\ <r0. It is sufficient
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then to prove that Re[ei8zf'(z)/g(z)]>0 for \z\ <r0-We have

rzP(z)l
(1.8) «*   ——   = p(z) cos /3 + i sin fi

L G(z) J

where p(z)E(P). From this we obtain

e*[zl+'F'(z)]' = cos(3[p(z)(z°G(z))' + p'(z)(z°G(z))] + * sin f3(zcG(z))'.

A computation then gives

L *(*) J       kcw]'
r zeG(z) i

= cos 8\p(z) + p'(z) + isin/3.
L (zcG(z))'l

Taking real parts we have

r     zf'(z)-\ f . ,    z'G(z)    1
(1.10)    Re   «*^7T   ^ cos/J   Re^(z) -    p'(z)    —-^-    .

L g(3)   J L (2CC(z))'   J

If in (1.5) we substitute w(z) = (p(z) —l)/(J>(z)4-l) we obtain the

known result

, 2 Re p(z)
(i.n) I *'(*)! st_ i^,     (1*1 <!)•

Applying (1.11), the inequality (1.10) gives

zf'(z) f 2 z<G(z)   1-1
(1.12)    Re e*3-^—^ Re *(z)   1-rn-—cos/?

g(z) VK   I       1- \z\2 (z<G(z))'IJ

for |z| <1. We note that

«(«•£(«))' ,  zG'(z)
M(z) =- = c H->

(s«G(a)) G(z)

from which we obtain

1 -  \z\       (c+l) + (c-l)\z\
I M(z)    2: ReM(z) ^ c + = ^-'      \        "

1 4-  | z\ 1 4-  | z|

for \z\ <1. We then have

z               zcG(z)                  \z\  + \z\2
(1 13) _   =   -1_   <-!—!-!—!- .

M(z) (z<G(z))'       (c 4- 1) 4- (c - 1) | z \
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Applying (1.13), the inequality (1.12) gives

zf'(z)                    r        /       2       \          Izl   4-  I zl2        1
Rteit>A±±^. Rep(z)\ 1 -(-_)-L_J-'    ' cos/?

g(z) yWL        \1-  |«|V(c+l) + (c-l)|«|J

for \z\ <1. Writing \z\ =r and simplifying,

zf'(z) V (c+ 1) - ir - (c - l)r2 1
(1.14) Re e#-AAA ^ Re^(z)-;-   cos/?.

g(z) ^WL(l-r)[(C4-l) + (C-l)r]J

The right side of (1.14) is positive provided (c-fT)— 4r — (c — l)r2>0

or r<r0. The result is sharp, for each c, for the function F(z)=G(z)

= z/(l —z)2 which belongs to the class (5*) and therefore to the class

(C). Moreover zf'(z)/g(z) =same expression as the right side of (1.7),

with the same result at z= — ro-

Note that Theorem 3 may be restated without any reference to the

functions g(z) and G(z). Let F(z)E(C),f(z) = [1/(1+c)]*1-(s'!f («))',

c^l. Then/(z) is close-to-convex for \z\ <r0.

Theorem 4. Let F(z)=z+ • • •   be regular and have the property

ReF'(z)>Ofor \z\ <l,f(z)=[l/(l+c)]z1-°[z°F(z)]',c = l,2,3,

Then Kef'(z)>0 for \z\ <n= [-l-f(2-|-2c-Fc2)1/2]/(l+c). Thisresult

is sharp.

Proof. Let F'(z)=p(z), where p(0) = l and Rep(z)>0 for \z\ <1.

We then have

(1 4- c)f'(z) = zF"(z) 4- (1 4- c)F'(z) = (14- c)p(z) + zp'(z).

Applying the estimate (1.11) and writing \z\ =r we obtain

(1 4- c) Ref'(z) >(l + c) Rep(z) - r\ p'(z) \

^ Re p(z) |(1 + c)-—1
(1.15) rKi L '      1 - r2\

r(l + c) - 2r - (1 4- c)r2-]
- Re^z)L-r^2-. •

The right side of (1.15) is positive provided (14-c) — 2r — (14-c)r2

>0, or r<ri. The result is sharp, for each c, for the function F(z)

= —z —2 log(l—z). For this function we have

Re F'(z) = Re[(l + z)/(l - z)] > 0

for \z\ <1,
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l   r(c + i)z2 - (c - i)z -i
f(z) = ——   i-'--^-'- - 2clog(l - z)   ,

1 + c\_ 1 — z J

1     f(l + c) + 2z - (1 + c)z2l

f (z) = r^cl-<r^-J •

We then have/'(z)=0 when  (l+c)4-2z-(14-c)z2 = 0, or z=-rj.

Thus Re/'(z)>0 in any circle \z\ <r if r>ri.

Note that n^ro- This is to be expected, since the class of func-

tions F(z) such that F'(z)E(P) is a subclass of the class (C). We

also note that in the case where F(z)E(K), the function f(z)

= [l/(l+c)]zl-c[z^F(z)]'=[l/(l+c)][cF(z)+zF'iz)], c^l, has a

simple geometrical interpretation in terms of subordination. Let cr

he the convex image curve of \z\ =r<l by the function F(z)E(K).

Since zF'(z) is an outward normal vector to cr at the point F(z), we

have F(z)-<aF(z)+beiazF'(z) for a^l, b^O, \a\ ^tt/2. As a special

case we obtain F(z)^.[(l+c)/c]f(z).
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